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Its time to wrap this up and get onto the next sound. My vocals were a little above the threshold that my limiter was already set to.
Ive never really used my limiter yet, because I only used this plugin for cutting and not for limiting. So, I turned up the limiter to
about 50% so that I can protect my vocals as well. The first 2 were deleted, then I used the small one for the two first recordings

and then I used the big one for the last one. The vocals were ok for the big one so I didnt even bother to use the limiter at the end.
W.A Production designed Vocal Limiter to be the last step in your vocal processing chain and as simple to use as possible. Its

specifically developed to target the frequencies of vocal performances so is less affected by overly high or low-frequency content.
With multiple speed modes and real-time VU meters, you can use your eyes and ears to find the perfect settings or just flick through
the included presets. With Vocal Limiter you can be sure that your vocals will sit comfortably in the mix and be heard loud and clear.
Our most successful pieces of music have characters. Take Rihanna and her Last Girl on Earth video, which completely transformed

her career, from underwear aficionado to full-fledged video vixen. This is a huge transition; it was sudden and unexpected. In the
same vein, it was completely unexpected for U2 to tour in support of their 2012 album, Songs of Innocence, which was and still is

their least anticipated album. The songs are so good they have never faded into obscurity, but they are way less obvious than they
used to be. Whether the difference in sound is a nostalgia for a simpler time or evolving musical tastes, the stories are the same.
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